
liquidlingo Communications
An Introduction



WHO IS LIQUIDLINGO?

u A Cape Town-based PR Consultancy, servicing clients with a national footprint 
across all social and media platforms

u Extensive experience in a variety of sectors including FMCG, technology,  
education and wellness

u liquidlingo goes beyond the traditional scope of PR media relations to link 
clients with like-minded events, people and ideas

u liquidlingo’s approach enables collaborations that result in transforming 
brands through great storytelling

u Authentic, transparent, inspiring and impactful communications

u Leveraging story telling as a catalyst for positive coverage in digital and 
traditional media



WHAT DOES LIQUIDLINGO DO?

u Creating a communication / PR strategy aligned to client needs

u Media relations and PR exposure

u Sponsorship  and speaking opportunities and linking with like-minded events

u Creating brand partnerships and amplifying them

u Digital PR

u Thought leadership and opinion editorial as part of storytelling

u Expert Writing

u Media Event Management

u Industry insights/monitoring to generate PR angles

u Influencer publicity



JACKIE BUSCH - Founder & Owner

With nearly three decades of industry experience, Jackie enjoys a career in PR 
that has spanned working with clients from lifestyle and entertainment to the 
Woolworths consumer portfolio, the MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet fundraising 
programme, the Association for Dietetics in South Africa, the South African 
College of Applied Psychology, the Koa Academy, Hippo.co.za and online 
wellness retailer, Feelgood Health.

Twenty years after successfully establishing liquidlingo, Jackie thrives in the 
current PR landscape and is motivated by the love of telling a good story that 
makes a positive impact in the world.

“Today, credible content and agility, audience insight and channel neutrality 
empower you to go beyond the traditional press release or media event to deliver 
engaging stories and campaigns in the ways, and in the places where people 
most want to be engaged.”



WHO ARE OUR CLIENTS?



OUR APPROACH

u Credible content and agility, audience insight and 
channel neutrality empower you to go beyond the 
traditional press release or media event to deliver 
engaging stories and campaigns in the ways, and in 
the places where people most want to be engaged

u The current PR landscape is very different from ten
years ago and constantly changing. More media 
companies are competing for less audience and
advertising budgets are moving into newer and
more dynamic channels.

u Media only publish stories that are relevant and 
truly newsworthy. As media have evolved, so have 
we. We look beyond traditional media, by including 
social and digital channels, influencers and 
experiential opportunities (speaking engagements, 
events, sponsorships, brand partnerships) that 
create news.



IT’S ABOUT THE EVER-CHANGING MEDIA LANDSCAPE…..

u Competing with the Headlines of the Day within the earned media space has
become more challenging.

u To cut through the clutter, the answer is not always a quantity of clippings but 
rather quality of clipping the brand’s strategy

u And ensuring the brand’s USP’s land and are measured using key message 
matrix.



HOW DO WE MEASURE OUR WORK

u Aligned to the brand’s strategy

u Priority media targets – to be determined per release, head of dissemination

u Define key messages and percentage of key messages on target (80%)

u Return on investment based on AVE (Advertising Value Equivalent – minimum 
5:1)

u Reach

u Tracking links



WORKING WITH US

u Brand’s needs assessment to determine strategy and PR roll-out

u Agreed deliverables and outcomes per month / project

u Weekly engagement with team and monthly status meeting

u Detailed monthly reports tracking results against agreed KPIs

u Post campaign reports

u Ongoing ideas generation based on insights and what’s happening in the 
news.



Publicity: News, Seasonal, New ProductNews: generating a news angle for a brand, linked to current affairs, current news topics, 
specific days on the calendar, research etc. – print, digital and broadcast



Publicity: News, Seasonal, New ProductNews: generating a news angle for a brand, linked to current affairs, current news topics, 
specific days on the calendar, research etc. – print, digital and broadcast



CSI:  generate coverage for Corporate Social Investment projects – focusing on how 
they are making a difference within the community targeted; enable media to experience 
the ‘on the ground work’ – print, digital and broadcast



Publicity: Event Publicity, Issues, Expert 
Opinion
Profiling: identify opportunities to profile company owner / 
brand ambassador – through editorial and broadcast 
interviews



Publicity: Event Publicity, Issues, Expert 
OpinionIssues publicity: identify issues relating 

to the brand’s industry and generate 
editorial coverage in response to those 
issues



Publicity: Event Publicity, Issues, Expert 
Opinion
Expert Opinion: using experts to contribute to articles on certain topics, i.e.
ADSA dietitian commenting on an article about the Blood Type Diet



Though Leadership: writing on a specific topic on behalf of a client for publication under 
their byline: Stephen Rothgiesser, CEO of The Change Consulting Group on the topic of 
“Ethics in Consulting” / Lance Katz, CEO of SACAP “How to create a new and better normal 
in education”



Social impact: Leveraging a story as a 
catalyst for positive change – print, digital 
and broadcast



Social – Kauai #dontgobacktoabnormal – Setting up, managing and implementing an influencer brand 
campaign for Kauai, based on their ‘Don’t go back to abnormal’ marketing campaign. Influencers were 
asked to create selfie videos telling their followers what behaviours they felt were abnormal and what the 
new normal should look like. Linked to Kauai ‘Don’t go back to abnormal’ PR campaign, which focused on 
healthy eating, healthy lifestyle and staying away from junk food.



thank you


